
2014 was a weather year to forget. However 
in my conversations with LVA members 
most seemed to have made the best of our 
magnificent environment, wet and cool as 
it may have been. As you will see in your 
newsletter, regarding Great Lake Ice, we 
nudged records for precipitation and ice 
temperatures dating back some four decades. 
All of us will confirm that one living part of our 
environment enjoyed this year’s weather and 
that was our temperate forests. Seldom have 
we seen such lush growth or raked so many 
fall leaves! Long-range predictions, inaccurate 
as they are, suggest a colder winter than usual 
but not as severe as 2014. We continue to be 
challenged by the mystical dance of ocean 
currents and our jet stream. Throw in climate 
change and the ingredients for turbulence are 
complete for the foreseeable future. 

Your association is changing leadership 
next year. At this fall executive meeting we 
confirmed four resignations from our board 
while we added one member. It is time for fresh 
blood and new eyes to carry us forward and 
grow our association. We owe a great deal to 
our longstanding Membership Chair, our Past 
President and our Treasurer. Your association 
was enriched by their steadfast commitment 
and we wish them well in their future pursuits. 
Those members who value a lake association 
and wish to contribute should consider shifting 
gears. You will find it a rewarding and very 
collegial experience. 

This past summer we had considerable 
discussion with the Town on the Shoreline 
Road allowance and a new draft will go to 
the Planning committee which satisfies our 

concerns. Our active Environmental Committee 
continues to drive our central mission as you 
will see in the newsletter. Association activities 
in 2015 will focus on their agenda and we  
look forward to working with our new mayor 
and council.  

Our Regatta continues to be successful despite 
buffeting by high winds the last two years. The 
year past saw a successful sporting addition on 
that day from an active canoeing and kayaking 
contingent on the lake. We hope to build on this 
activity next year. 

We have a new Chairperson for our Near 
Classic Golf who promises to breathe new life 
into our annual August get together. There may 
be some different strategies for that day, so 
brush up on your game and keep tabs on  
our website 

Lastly there will be a new social event in the 
late summer/early fall calendar, namely the 
President’s BBQ to cater to the adults. All 
active members of the association are invited 
to come by road or boat to the Hastie Cottage 
at 331 Hoodstown Road, Hoodstown Bay. A 
shallow sandy shore can safely accommodate  
many anchored or beached watercraft.. Details 
will follow on our website and at the  AGM. 

On behalf of the executive I wish all members 
and their families a Happy Christmas holiday 
with our hopes for a benign winter.

Sincerely, 

Ian G. Hastie 
LVA President

If you thought last winter was particularly frigid, you 
were right. The ice on the Great lakes came in earlier and 
left later. This Satellite image was taken March 6, 2014, 
around the time the ice coverage started easing.

NEWS
DECEMBER 2014Wild & Wonderful Winter  

Photo Contest!
Post your wildest Winter on Lake Vernon 
photo on our Facebook page (google  
Lake Vernon Association Facebook).  
The photo with the most likes will earn 
both our undying gratitude and a complete 
set of Lake Vernon Casual Wear. Oh 
yes - get out there, enjoy nature, capture 
the moment and post you shots (then get 
everyone you know to visit our Facebook 
page and ‘like’ your creativity. Winners 
announced at the AGM.

We’re Missing the Loons
We need everyone’s help to find the loons 
on Lake Vernon. Our trusty official observer 
can’t be everywhere, so let’s be his eyes 
and cameras outside of Peacock Bay. 
Send your pix of Lake Vernon Loons to our 
Facebook page or the LVA web site (www.
lake-vernon.ca). We know the loons are 
out there - let’s prove it this Spring! 

Nominations for the  
Lake Vernon Association 
Executive Elections will be held at the 2015 
AGM  
in June 2015. If you have an interest in 
serving on the executive or would like 
to inquire about what might be involved, 
please contact Carl Heck  
(Past President) by phone 519 888-0665 
or  by email  j.c.heck@sympatico.ca
The Board is comprised of President, 
Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, 
Communications, Environmental, 
Membership, News Letter, Golf 
Tournament, Regatta, and Lake 
Development.
This is a great group, the effort is shared 
and the impact on your free time is 
minimal. If you’re interested in the health 
and well-being of your lake, volunteer this 
coming Spring at the AGM.

President’s Report – fall/winter 2014/15
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Based on my observations, another year has gone by without a 
confirmed sighting of a young loon or loons on Lake Vernon. Between 
May and September I did observe 2 adults from time to time. However 
the sightings were not always consistent. The observations suggest 
that we did have a breeding pair of loons on the lake which in itself 
is good news. Unfortunately no young were raised. The reason for 
nesting failure is uncertain but could be a number of situations such as 
boat wake or predation. Also unusually high water levels in late June 
and early July could have affected breeding success. Please note that 
Robinson Lake is not part of the survey area due to access issues. 

The Lake Vernon results were submitted to Bird Studies Canada to 
form part of their data base.

 I have communicated with the environmental committee regarding the 
use of nesting platforms to increase the potential for nesting success. 
Further discussions will ensue next year. I will continue to conduct the 
survey next year. All input is appreciated.

Doug Jagger

Many thanks to the Environment Committee 
members for their creative ideas, and hard 
work throughout the year: George Crawford, 
Peter Gottlieb, Rick Keevil, Anne Lindsey, and 
Tracey Rast. 

Water Quality Monitoring has been 
completed for... 

1. Invasive Species awareness Program 
thanks to Tracey Rast & Rick Keevil

2. Phosphorus & calcium sampling, thanks 
again to Tracey Rast & Rick Keevil

3. Benthic Monitoring, thanks to Mar 
McBrien, Tawingo College students & 
Dylan Moesker from the District  
of Muskoka

Some highlights from the Benthic Monitoring 
Report included results from the Richness of 
invertebrates (level of biodiversity) that showed 
an increase this year pushing levels above the 
Muskoka Average. The %EOT (measurement 
of species INTOLERANT of pollution) is 
higher than in 2010, but is still below the 
Muskoka average, and %Chironimids (species 
TOLERANT of pollution) numbers are up. This 
is a little worrisome and there are a number of 
factors that could cause these changes such 
as, development, runoff, or other human related 
sources but we will be monitoring this same site 

for the next couple years in case this was an 
irregular fluctuation in the data. Time will tell. 

The 2014 results for Lake Vernon will be in the 
EC’s year-end report later this year.

Another successful program was completed 
this summer with the University of Waterloo 
Lake Assessment Project. Thank you Tracey 
Rast for transporting the bio-technicians to the 
sites. The 2014 Lake Vernon findings show 
that of the 3 sites monitored, the only site with 
adverse results was in Hunters Bay. Dissolved 
Oxygen was found to be well below normal 
range for a lake like ours in central Ontario. 
The full data breakdown for all the 2014 
Water Quality Monitoring will be found in the 
Environment Committee report on the Lake 
Vernon Website.

The Environment Committee has made 
significant progress toward protecting 
Huntsville’s night sky since last April. We 
presented recommendations to the Town of 
Huntsville for a new dark sky-friendly bylaw 
pointing out the inadequacies of the old bylaw 
and how glare from outdoor lighting affects 
members on Lake Vernon. The planning 
department welcomes our contributions and is 
very supportive of preserving the night sky in 
Huntsville. We are also grateful to Tim Withey 
for all of his support with this issue. We will 
continue to work with the Town toward a new 

outdoor lighting bylaw that will preserve the 
night sky and the next step will be to begin 
educating existing residents, businesses 
and corporate head offices about the impact 
lighting choices has on people and wildlife. If 
Association members have any comments or 
questions about any aspect of protecting the 
dark sky, or experiences with light pollution 
please contact the Environment Committee.

The new initiative called “float your boat” 
held at the Lake Vernon Regatta was a huge 
success. Volunteer canoe instructors taught 
new canoeists how to paddle and those who 
attended the Regatta enjoyed testing their skills 
in different boats. The purpose of the event 
was to encourage more paddling on our lakes. 
The Stand-up Paddleboards and kayaks were 
very popular. Come out next year and try a new 
mode of transportation! Thank you to Elaine 
Rea for another awesome Regatta and thanks 
to Anne Lindsey for organizing the Float Your 
Boat event. Thanks to all volunteers.

If you have some time and are passionate 
about the environment, please join the Lake 
Vernon Association Environment Committee. 
We have a growing list of new project ideas we 
need to get off the ground and we could use 
your help! Contact the Environment Committee 
through the Lake Vernon website or the 
Chairperson – Mar McBrien  
(mar.muskoka@hotmail.com). 

From the Lake Vernon  
Association Environment Committee
by Mar McBrien  Chairperson

2014 LAKE VERNON LOON SURVEY
by Doug Jagger
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The 2014 water quality results are contained in the attached table. 
The measurements are in metres from the water surface to the top 
of the disc. Measurement procedures are standardized. The secchi 
disc readings actually measure water clarity which is an indication 
of quality. The greater the depth is then the better the quality is in 
general and vice versa. These readings are not intended to replace 
laboratory analysis.

In 2014 secchi disc readings were taken 6 times in the afternoon 
in the shadow of the boat. There was an overall decline in water 
clarity this year. Since measurements commenced in 1991, the 
water clarity has been cyclic. See the attached graph. Peaks, that 

is greater depth indicating better water clarity, have occurred in 
1991, 1998, 2005 and 2012. The interval is approximately 7 years. 
The 2014 results are within the cycles. After each peak year there 
has been a sharp decline in water clarity. This year’s results are 
consistent with the historic patterns.  Based on a linear regression 
analysis, there is a long term trend towards improved water clarity at 
each location except at SW2 where water clarity is consistent over 
the long term.

I did not check Fairy or Penn Lakes this year though historically 
water clarity is usually better in these lakes than in Lake Vernon.

Notes:
 SW1 West side of Big Island
 SW2           Between Gallauger Island and Camp Wabanaki
 SW3           Mouth of Big East River
 SW4           Peacock Bay
 SW5           Mouth of Hoodstown Rapids

 * District of Muskoka Data

YEAR LOCATION
SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4 SW5

1991 4.0*
1993 1.5*
1994 2.4*
1995 3.2*
1996 2.9*
1997 3.5*
1998 3.2 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.4
1999 2.3 2.2 2.4 1.9 1.6
2000 2.2 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.5
2001 1.8 1.8 2.0 1.9 1.8
2002 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.7 2.5
2003 2.7 2.9 2.9 2.6 2.2
2004 2.9 3.2 3.0 2.7 2.5
2005 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.0 2.9
2006 2.5 2.9 2.8 2.5 2.2
2007 2.5 2.8 2.8 2.5 2.2
2008 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.1
2009 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.1
2010 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.4 2.4
2011 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.3
2012 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.1 2.8
2013 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.5
2014 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.0

2014 Water Quality Report

SECCHI DISK RESULTS

by Doug Jagger
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Weather Review – A Tale of the Seasons
What has the past year looked like, from a weather point of view?
During the first week of March 2014, ice 
coverage across the Great Lakes was recorded 
at 91.2% - the second highest ice coverage 
since detailed recordings began in 1972-73. (The 
record goes to the 3rd week of February 1979, 
with coverage of 93.9%)
This past winter, ice began to form on Lake 
Superior around the last week of November  
(which is normal) but the last ice only melted 
during the first week of June (later than normal). 
On Lake Huron, ice also started to form around 
the last week of November (which is about two 
weeks early) and the last ice on Huron finally 
melted in mid-May (later than normal).
While lake temperatures started the spring 
colder than normal, more seasonal temperatures 
from the second half of April through the month 

of May and into June have now returned lake 
temperature values to around normal levels.

Concerning summer 
severe weather in Ontario
We got off to a bit of a slow start this year with 
the cool start to spring, but recent events in June 
have confirmed that we are now fully into the 
summer severe weather season.
Up to June 29, we had 6 confirmed tornadoes in 
the province of Ontario, with the strongest being 
the Enhanced Fujita Scale 2 (EF2) tornado that 
hit Angus on June 17. An EF2 event packs winds 
of 180 to 220 km/h and is capable of tearing the 
roof off a well-built home (see image). Ontario 
normally gets around 12 tornadoes each year.

This is definitely the time of year 
when cottagers should be paying 
attention to the sky and staying on 
top of the latest weather updates 
from Environment Canada.
A good way to stay in touch with the weather 
is to own a Weatheradio (see www.ec.gc.ca/
weatherradio). Much of Ontario is covered by a 
Weatheradio transmitter and many of these units 
have a tone alert capability whereby the radio will 
emit a piercing tone when a warning is issued.
This article is written by Geoff Coulson, Warning 
Preparedness Meteorologist, Environment 
Canada and is reprinted from the FOCA 
2014 Lake Stewards Newsletter with the kind 
permission of FOCA

Algae,  
the Good
by Dr,. Norman Yan, Department of Biology, 
York University

We normally only think about algae when they 
“go bad,” and because this tends to attract 
press, we might think it’s a fairly common 
occurrence. When algae go bad, they can form 
blooms that are unsightly, smelly, and (at their 
worst) toxic, forcing us to stop drawing lake 
water for use at the cottage.

However, algae actually rarely go bad. In 
Muskoka, for example, such blooms occur in 
less than 1% of lakes.

This doesn’t mean that algae are irrelevant – 
far from it. In most lakes, algae provide us with 
vital services.

The simple and largely unrealized truth is 
that we’d be stupid, hungry and dead without 
algae. Algae prosper in places where there are 
nutrients, moisture and light, and that is pretty 
well everywhere. They come in all colours; red, 
green, blue-green, yellow, golden and brown. 
They vary enormously in size, from among 
the smallest single-celled plants of the world, 
to among the biggest of all plants. Giant kelp, 
swaying in the ocean currents, are algae.

Algae are often stunningly beautiful, at least to 
my eye. The Victorians found the thousands 

of species of desmids and diatoms – each 
uniquely sculpted into myriad shapes-so 
beautiful that they used them to make art on 
glass slides that could only be appreciated 
under a microscope.

But would we really be stupid, hungry and 
dead without them? Yes we would. Here’s why:

70% of the earth’s surface is water-mostly 
salty, but in Canada, a lot of it, fresh. 
Algae inhabit all of this water, and they are 
photosynthetic, using sunlight as a power 
source to turn carbon dioxide and water into 
carbohydrate and releasing free oxygen as a 
by-product.

Take a deep breath. Now take another. That 
second breath is a gift of algae, that produce 
half of the free oxygen in the atmosphere. 
We’d be dead without this oxygen, dead 
without algae.

Without algae we’d be hungry, because the 
fruits of the world’s waters provide about 10% 
of the protein that humankind consumes.

We also might be stupid without algae. 
Roughly a quarter of our brain is lipid, and  
the key lipids are the long chain essential fatty 
acids we read so much about. What’s the 
source of the key omega-3 fatty acids? It’s 
algae that make them, passing them up the 
food chain to the fish and seafood we enjoy.

So, next time you look at your lake, think for 
a minute about algae. Without algae in your 
lake there would be no fish, no loons, no otters 
and no frogs. In fact, it would be a lifeless 
swimming pool, without a food base to support 
life. Yes, algae can occasionally go bad, 

usually because we haven’t looked after the 
watershed. But the majority of the time, and in 
the vast majority of places in cottage country, 
algae are providing us with essential serves 
without which our lakes wouldn’t be the special 
places we all enjoy.

Dr,. Norman Yan is a professor in the 
Department of Biology at York University. He 
studies the impact of multiple environmental 
stressors on animal plankton, which he calls 
the “little living lawnmowers” of lakes.

This article has been reprinted from  the 
2014 FOCA Lake Stewards Newsletter with 
their kind permission.
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Summary of Minutes of the LVA Executive meeting 
on October 14th, 2014. 
1. LEADERSHIP TRANSITION. 

There was discussion about the need for 
new members for positions of president, 
treasurer, golf, membership, and secretary. 
The positions of president and treasurer will 
be up for election at the AGM in June. Other 
positions are filled by appointment. There are 
no nominations for secretary as yet.

There is also an ongoing need for one or two 
executive members to review applications 
made to the Town for variances to by-laws, 
which may determine what development 
on the Lake should be opposed by the LVA. 
This is one of the important roles that the 
LVA provides for members, as it is able to 
be proactive in maintaining the quality of 
lake water and shoreline and in resisting 
development plans that would have drastic 
and adverse consequences. 

Elaine Rea and her family have been 
responsible for the Regatta for the past 20 
plus years. Their energy and commitment 
have been quite remarkable and have 
provided a social focus for the LVA on the lake 
as well as so much pleasure to young people 
in the LVA including town folks. However with 
Elaine’s family growing up and moving out 
it is time for others to assist and there was 
discussion about involvement with Elaine’s 
guidance of high school student leaders and 
other young people to take over more of the 
work and responsibility for the Regatta. Ann 
Lindsey’s coordination of padding events was 
also a welcome addition that we hope to  
see continue.

The long serving, hard working Chair of 
Membership, Rob Laver is finally stepping 
down having found an energetic, committed 
and competent replacement in Chas Clark. 
Rob had held over many decades a large 
range of important and time-consuming 
activities in the LVA and in the LVEA and he 
will be sorely missed.

A keen golfer, Donna McNerney has agreed 
to take over the August Near Classic Golf 
tournament and we are grateful to her. We are 
sure this coming year the golf will be an event 
to be remembered. We are thankful to Alan 
Kydd for having stepped in take over the role 
for the past two years. The event did not take 
place in 2014 for many concurrent reasons 
and for which we apologise.  

2. COMMITTEE REPORTS

i) Treasurer. Bill Marshall reported that 
as of October 15th 2014, the Balance in 
the LVA bank account was $9,269.88, with 
$1,500 anticipated expenses pending for the 
LVA insurance premium. So as he said, “A 
comfortable position”. Ian questioned whether 
or not audits were needed for the LVA and the 
LVEA.  Bill and Sondra (for the LVEA) would 
look into this.

ii) Membership.  130 member families had 
paid up as of the AGM in June 2014. There 
were some delinquent members who when 
asked said they had simply forgotten which 
means more reminders will be needed. Our 
calendar year end may be part of  
the explanation.

There was discussion about the way in which 
membership dues are paid. It was agreed that 
cheques should no longer be the only way 
to pay and that bank transfers using email 
addresses are a more convenient alternative. 

In order to introduce more owners of Lake 
Vernon properties Lesley agreed to look into 
the possibility of including our LVA brochures 
into the Dockside magazine package that is 
left on our docks in summer.

iii) Communications. Shawn Gibson, who 
lives on Big Island, will gradually take over 
more aspects of Communications from Gary 
Lintern. As an islander, Shawn has been 
unable to attend executive meetings held 
in late fall or early spring so from now on 
Skype will be used to include members of 
the Executive who are unable to attend in 
person. Gary is still the point person to whom 
all communications, (other than facebook) 
should be sent and he will filter them to avoid 
duplication and send e-blasts out as needed, 
via the chair of membership who currently 
controls the database. This is particularly 
relevant now that water levels are high more 
often than expected and alerts may need to go 
out to members so they can check the status 
of their docks, boats and lakeside equipment.

There then followed suggestions as to how to 
manage e-blasts and other communications 
when the Membership Chair is away. Evelyn 
Funston suggested we use Drop Box (an 
internet application) as a repository for the 
database, which could be accessed by one 
other member of the Executive if necessary.

Regarding high water levels on the Lake, 

it was suggested that the MNR water level 
marker be retrieved from Craig Simpson’s 
cottage and placed in sufficiently high water on 
the Lake to provide a continuing and accurate 
measure, and one that could be reported 
regularly to members via the website.  Also 
discussed was the possible use of a webcam, 
connected to the internet and our LVA website 
that could show at any point in time the state 
of the lake and weather. Gary was going to 
look into webcam costs and sites.

iv) Regatta It was suggested that if the 
Regatta could be held on the same Saturday 
each year then families could put the date in 
their calendars from the outset and be more 
likely to participate. Also it would allow for early 
booking of a Saturday and avoid having to 
hold it on a Sunday, which is a less convenient 
day for those having to return to the city after 
the weekend. It was decided that a provisional 
booking of Hutcheson Beach should be made 
early, for the Regatta for 2015 and this could 
then be amended later if necessary.

v)  LVA Environment Committee.  

a) See report Committee report on page 2.

b) There was discussion of the presence of 
a semi-submerged barge off Big Island. 
Previous communication with the Town had 
not resulted in any response and further 
contact will be made regarding its removal.  

c) Regarding intrusive lighting from Home 
Depot and other businesses that overlook 
the Lake, contact will be made with 
their Head Offices and with the person 
responsible for Dark Sky issues in the  
Penn Lake Assn.

d) Promoting Paddle Culture - It was 
suggested that we hold a Paddle contest 
next July orienteering activity to get more 
members paddling. Orienteering was 
suggested as an activity if high winds 
precluded water events.

e) Shoreline Summit - A shoreline education 
opportunity for LVA members to learn how 
to naturalise their shorelines. The cost 
of the conference is $250 for our lake 
association producing a programme that 
promotes shoreline naturalisation, surveys 
every waterfront, puts the results into a 
database and provides a report to every 
property owner. After some discussion it 
was agreed that the LVA should participate.

cont’d on page 6
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3. OTHER BUSINESS 

i) Sale of waterfront land on South Shore 
There was discussion of the waterfront land 
on the south shore of Vernon immediately east 
of Norvern Shores.  Previous conversations 
with the owners had proposed they might 
consider donating the property to the Muskoka 
Conservancy. Most of the property, 3,500 
feet of shoreline and 224 acres, is now up for 
sale.  With regards to potential development, 
the LVA would be asked for input before any 
rezoning could occur on this property. Repeat 
contact with the owners would be attempted 
by the LVA, to determine the feasibility of a 
legacy donation, (of the whole or part of  
the property.)

ii) Anchors for marker buoys

Ian described what had happened this fall 
when he and Jim Lomax tried to retrieve the 
marker buoys and anchors. While all the 
marker buoys were rescued, the anchors 

were so firmly embedded that four of the five 
could not be removed. Our previous strategy 
of attaching fenders to the anchor chains does 
not work as the fenders disappear by the 
spring, presumably from ice movement. (The 
same happened with buoys left all season.) 
As a result, four anchors and chains have had 
to be abandoned and new ones at a cost of 
about $35 each will have to be installed next 
year. We should consider paying somebody to 
install and remove the buoys if no volunteers 
are available.

iii) Goals 

Tracey said that besides increasing donations 
to the Muskoka Conservancy of shorelands 
around the lake, other goals might focus on 
protection of the lake from the any mishaps 
to the TC pipeline that runs under the lake at 
the Narrows, and correcting problems at the 
Marina where gas service has been unreliable. 
Martha will get information about the pipeline 
for Tracey.

4. LVA - DATES NEXT YEAR

MAY 2nd  
Executive meeting 

JUNE 6th   
AGM Subject to availability of Camp Tawingo. 
Childcare will be offered. 

JULY  
Regatta on a Saturday, date TB

JULY  
Paddling Contest, date TBA

AUGUST  
Near Classic Golf, date TBA

SEPTEMBER  
Social Get Together at the Hastie’s, date TBA

Name: ______________________________________
Mailing Address: ______________________________
City: ________________________________________
Postal Code: _________________________________
Telephone #: _________________________________
Email: ______________________________________

Lake Vernon Address: 

Same as  above  q    or:

Address: ___________________________________
Telephone #: ________________________________

I would like to be included in the Moore Propane discount  q

Cost is $30 per family per calendar year  
(January 1 through December 31)
Make Cheques payable to:  
Lake Vernon Association 
and mail to:
  P.O. Box 5160, 
 Huntsville, ON, P1H 2K6

YES! I would also like to donate to the  
Lake Vernon Environmental Association:
Please make a separate cheque payable to:
Lake Vernon Environmental  Association 
and mail it to the address above. Tax receipts 
will be issued for donations of $10 or more.

Lake Vernon Association 
MEMBERSHIP FORM www.lake-vernon.ca

cont’d from page 5Summary of Minutes of the LVA Executive meeting 
on October 14th, 2014. 


